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NoVirusThanks Drive Revealer is a utility dedicated to grabbing relevant information about the drives in your system, including
the floppy, flash drives and CD/DVD ROMs. It can grab hardware device properties and has extensive support The program
comes with a minimalistic, yet clean and user-friendly interface that is designed as a table where you can read valuable
information about the drive properties. Once launched, the app takes a few seconds to scan your system and detect the hardware
installed. You will be happy to learn that the utility offers extensive support and, according to the manufacturer, it supports a
wide array of HDD, SDD, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, BLURAY drive, floppy and USB hardware. The program does not need
admin privileges to function properly and can provide data such as logical drive letter, vendor ID, product label, serial number,
file system type, volume name (if available), device path, vendor, so on and so forth. It is capable of decoding physical serial
numbers A noteworthy function of the application is that it is capable of decoding physical serial numbers that some vendors
store on the hardware as encoded hex. Depending on your needs and preferences you can retrieve this information and convert it
to a printable ASCII or save everything as an HTML report. At the same time, the program can identify if you have encrypted
drives, provided that they have been encrypted using BitLocker. Then again, you should bear in mind that the tool only displays
the information and, if you want to modify it, you need to employ other third-party dedicated apps. A handy tool that provides
valuable information about your drives In the eventuality that you need to learn more in-depth information about the DVD-
ROM, flash drive or the SSD, data that you cannot retrieve via the Windows System Information, then perhaps you can consider
giving NoVirusThanks Drive Revealer a try. NoVirusThanks Drive Revealer Screenshot: NoVirusThanks Drive Unlocker
Description: NoVirusThanks Drive Unlocker is a utility which helps to recover locked files in your encrypted drives. It does this
by giving you the unlock key for your drive in the form of hexadecimal code. NoVirusThanks Drive Unlocker works on all
encrypted drives regardless of the type of encryption they use. It supports all the encryption modes like AES, RC2, Triple DES
and others. It also allows you to crack the key if you do not have the necessary password to unlock
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KeyMacro (Key Macro Plus) is a powerful and easy to use macro recorder application that allows you to record keyboard
shortcuts and sequences. It can record keyboard shortcut... BlueCat Monitoring Professional is a network and hardware
performance tool that can monitor and manage network traffic and hardware to identify bottlenecks and possible network and
hardware problems. Key Features: - Ability to monitor network traffic and hardware performance - Identify possible network
and hardware problems - Ability to monitor and manage hardware and network performance in real time - Configure and
manage the monitoring software - Remote administration of the software - Support for multiple hosts - Remote computer
management with advanced options such as code injection and file execution - Ability to diagnose problems such as dropped or
slow network connections - Ability to detect potential malicious activity - System wise logging and support for multiple
interfaces - Custom alerts such as UDP error rate, Network packet drops, etc. - Hardware inventory and benchmarking - Ability
to manage multiple systems at once - Supports Windows XP, Vista and 7 - Fully compatible with Microsoft Windows
computers and a variety of Macs ...by many years. Additionally, it is also one of the best utilities to monitor and manage your
computer's hardware and network activity. Key Features - Remote computer management with advanced options such as code
injection and file execution - Support for multiple hosts - Remote computer management with advanced options such as code
injection and file execution - Configure and manage the monitoring software - Ability to diagnose problems such as dropped or
slow network connections - Ability to detect potential malicious activity - System wise logging and support for multiple
interfaces - Hardware inventory and benchmarking - Ability to manage multiple systems at once - Supports Windows XP, Vista
and 7 - Fully compatible with Microsoft Windows computers and a variety of Macs ... BlueCat Security Professional is an
advanced network and security solution that allows you to monitor and manage network traffic, services and hardware on your
network to identify and address network and security threats. Key Features Ability to monitor network traffic and hardware
performance in real time Identify possible network and hardware problems Monitor and manage network performance in real
time Configure and manage the monitoring software Remote computer management with advanced options such as code
injection and file execution Ability to diagnose problems such as dropped or slow network connections Ability to detect
potential malicious activity Ability to remotely manage a computer system Ability to remotely manage multiple systems at once
Supports Windows XP, 1d6a3396d6
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NoVirusThanks Drive Revealer is a free utility that provides you with valuable information about your drives. It displays this
information in a minimalistic, yet clean and user-friendly interface. No other drivers are required to make it work. You will be
happy to learn that the application offers extensive support for hard drives, such as, logical drive letter, vendor ID, product label,
serial number, file system type, volume name (if available), device path, vendor, so on and so forth. In the eventuality that you
need to learn more in-depth information about your drives, you can convert this information to a printable ASCII or save
everything as an HTML report. Furthermore, the app is capable of decoding physical serial numbers that some vendors store on
the hardware as encoded hex. As for the boot drive, you can identify if it has been encrypted using BitLocker. Key features:
Detection of the boot drive. Decoding of physical serial numbers. Enumeration of the hard drives. Advanced reports.
Setup/Uninstall. What’s New in this Version: * Fixed a bug. Requirements: Windows 10, 8, 8.1, 7, Vista, XP NoVirusThanks
Drive Encryptor is an ultra-simple tool to create free encrypted disks for a drive. Description: NoVirusThanks Drive Encryptor
is a free utility that enables you to create free encrypted disks for your drives. It also automatically decrypts hard disks if you
have a full or almost full encrypted volume. There are times when you want to create a disk that you can share with other people
and, in that case, you need to encrypt it. This free utility offers you the ability to do this without having to enter a password and
even to use the passphrase as your login password. You will also find that it offers a simple but powerful feature that allows you
to create a drive that you can mount without encryption, so you can safely use it to store data that you would normally save on an
encrypted disk. Key Features: Automatic creation of encrypted disks. Free disk creation. Free disk encryption. Free disk
decryption. Automatic decryption of full or almost full encrypted volumes. Mount without encryption. Mount with passphrase.
Intuitive interface. What's New in This Version: * Fixed a bug. Requirements: Windows 10,

What's New in the?

NoVirusThanks Drive Revealer is a utility dedicated to grabbing relevant information about the drives in your system, including
the floppy, flash drives and CD/DVD ROMs. It can grab hardware device properties and has extensive support The program
comes with a minimalistic, yet clean and user-friendly interface that is designed as a table where you can read valuable
information about the drive properties. Once launched, the app takes a few seconds to scan your system and detect the hardware
installed. You will be happy to learn that the utility offers extensive support and, according to the manufacturer, it supports a
wide array of HDD, SDD, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, BLURAY drive, floppy and USB hardware. The program does not need
admin privileges to function properly and can provide data such as logical drive letter, vendor ID, product label, serial number,
file system type, volume name (if available), device path, vendor, so on and so forth. It is capable of decoding physical serial
numbers A noteworthy function of the application is that it is capable of decoding physical serial numbers that some vendors
store on the hardware as encoded hex. Depending on your needs and preferences you can retrieve this information and convert it
to a printable ASCII or save everything as an HTML report. At the same time, the program can identify if you have encrypted
drives, provided that they have been encrypted using BitLocker. Then again, you should bear in mind that the tool only displays
the information and, if you want to modify it, you need to employ other third-party dedicated apps. Silicon TV Content
Recorder SiliconTV Content Recorder can record broadcast TV in 4K or High Definition formats with full compatibility for
UHDTV. It can save recorded programmes to local drive or a network drive. The program also has a UPnP server so you can
access recorded content remotely. Features: --Supports recording of 4K and High Definition content --Can save recorded
content to local drives or network drive --Recorded content can be searched and browsed --Supports UHDTV --Can convert
recorded content to 3GP, MP4, WMV, AVI, MOV, MKV, etc. --Can record HD, SD, 4K and UHDTV programmes
simultaneously --Can convert recorded content to MP3, AAC, OGG, WMA, WAV, etc. --Accessible from a local network, or
remotely via Wi-Fi. --Can share recorded content via the built-in UPnP Server --Can record any programme at the same time, as
long as you have enough space. --Can save recorded programmes to your local drive or a network drive. --Can access recorded
content from a local network, or remotely via Wi-Fi. --Supports UHDTV. --Supports streaming, so you can preview the
programme online • Main
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements can be found in the System Requirements below. Recommended hardware is more powerful,
but may also be less portable than the system requirements specify. The device is equipped with a Dual Core processor and 1GB
of RAM. System Requirements: Minimum system requirements can be found in the System Requirements below
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